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Introduction
Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) technologies have helped revolutionize transcriptome studies with the ability to characterize the transcriptome of a cell in unprecedented detail1. Of particular interest is the exploration of alternative splicing in single cells2,3 and both short and long read systems have been utilized. However, existing sequencing platforms do not scale creating limitations in isoform quantification and discovery. It is challenging for short read approaches to span exonic boundaries and long read systems do not have sufficient output to characterize lower expressed isoforms. Even if one were to overcome these limitations, transcripts from highly expressed genes overwhelm biological signals from alternative splicing events. Here, we present an approach based on the CRISPR-Cas9 system, marketed as CRISPRclean that removes uninformative fragments from scRNA-seq libraries prior to sequencing (Figure 1), greatly increasing informative reads in scRNA-seq data and enabling discovery of additional isoforms and cell types.

Methods
RNA was extracted from donor PBMC samples and processed through the 10x single cell system using the Chromium Next GEM Single Cell 3’ v3.1 dual index kit. Single-Cell Iso-seq libraries were prepared using the PacBio SMRTbell Express Template Prep Kit 2.0 with and without depletion. CRISPR guide RNAs were designed against approximately 1699 genes and genomic intervals identified for removal from sequencing libraries. The guides were tested for depletion in three modules consisting of guides targeting ribosomal and mitochondrial genes (Ribo/Mito), single cell boost targeting unaligned reads, ribosomal, mitochondrial, non-variable genes (SCB) and SCB + 800 highest ubiquity genes from the PanGlandDB (SCB + P800). Approximately 130,000 unique guide RNAs were synthesized for testing in the CRISPRclean method. The resulting libraries were sequenced on the PacBio Sequel II Sequencing platform using 1 SMRT Cell 8 M per sample. The resulting data from control (CTRL) and depleted (DEPL) samples was analyzed for i. the percentage of reads aligning to each targeted region, ii. depletion rates of targeted molecules, iii. total isoforms, and iv. novel isoforms (Figure 1).

Results
CRISPRclean efficiently removes targeted molecules
Libraries were treated with and without CRISPRclean plus depletion. Multiple guide sets were tested independently and in combination. Figure 2 shows that each guide set used in the CRISPRclean workflow efficiently removes targeted molecules from single cell iso-seq sequencing libraries. IGV coverage visualization of two genes, Thioredoxin Interacting Protein (TXNIP) and Actin Beta (ACTB), included in the single cell boost and PanGland 800 sets are shown in Figure 3 and exhibit a reduction in read coverage of approximately 100-fold, confirming the efficacy of the CRISPRclean method.

CRISPRclean enables isoform quantification and discovery
To assess the effect of CRISPRclean depletion on isoform discovery, libraries were depleted with and without CRISPRclean plus treatment. Again, multiple guide sets were tested independently and in combination. Figure 4 shows that the CRISPRclean method enables the discovery of more total and novel isoforms in depletions using both single cell boost (SCB) and single cell boost plus PanGland 800 (SCB + P800) guide modules. The increase of novel not in catalog isoform detection for these two modules was 345% and 311%, respectively. CRISPRclean depletion removes fragments prior to sequencing and enables more informative and lower expressed molecules to be sequenced.

Conclusions
Single cell transcriptome studies, while offering unprecedented characterization of transcript expression at the single cell level, suffer from decreased sensitivity since data from highly expressed genes can obscure signals from lower expressed genes. The CRISPRclean method helps to mitigate this effect by removing fragments produced by highly expressed genes, prior to sequencing, thus preserving sequencing space for informative molecules. The results presented here show:

1. Successful use of approximately 130,000 guides targeting 1669 genes.
2. Reads originating from targeted genes are depleted at > 90% in all guide modules tested.
3. CRISPRclean depletion results in higher numbers of isoforms with all three of the guide modules tested.
4. Novel not in catalog isoforms increased significantly with CRISPRclean depletion with all three guide modules.

Figure 1. Overview of CRISPRclean technology. Double stranded full length cDNA products are cleaved using CAS9 and specifically designed guide RNAs.

Figure 2. Depletion with guide modules shows reduced read alignments and high depletion rates. The percent of reads mapping to targeted genes and intervals (y-axis) was computed for control (CTRL, purple) and depleted (DEPL, blue) samples. Reads from targeted regions are almost completely removed by the CRISPRclean method. Multiple guide set combinations were used for depletion. A. coding ribosomal and mitochondrial genes - Ribo/Mito; B. single cell boost genes; C. single cell boost and PanGland 800 - P800 genes. Figure 3 shows the depletion rate (y-axis) is greater than 90% for each module. Figure 4 demonstrates that more sequencing would not enable increased discovery in the control sample and that only depletion provides the ability to increase discovery metrics.

Figure 3. IGV coverage view of reads aligning to two genes in the SCB + P800 guide module. Binary alignment files from control and depleted samples were loaded into IGV in order to visualize the read coverage over two genes. A. The top IGV panel shows coverage over the TXNIP gene for the control (CTRL SCB + P800, purple) sample. The lower panel shows the depleted (DEPL SCB + P800, blue) sample. Read coverage over the TXNIP gene for the control sample is 0 - 4437 and 0 - 61 for the depleted. B. The top IGV panel shows coverage over the ACTB gene for the control (CTRL SCB + P800, purple) sample. The lower panel shows the depleted (DEPL SCB + P800, blue) sample. Coverage over the ACTB gene for the control sample is 0 - 5339 and 0 - 388 for the depleted. The average decrease in read coverage for both genes is approximately 100-fold.

Figure 4. More isoforms are identified in CRISPRclean treated libraries than in untreated. Total and novel isoform species were identified and counted in PacBio Iso-seq data and compared across control and depleted samples. A. Total isoforms species with at least two full length reads (FL Reads, y-axis) were calculated for control (CTRL) and depleted (DEPL) samples. All guide sets, coding ribosomal and mitochondrial (Ribo/Mito), single cell boost (SCB) and single cell boost plus PanGland 800 (SCB + P800) guides set enabled the discovery of more isoforms in depleted samples (Ribo/Mito = 231%, SCB = 375%, SCB + P800 = 354%). The number of novel in catalog (Novel IC = novel isoform with known junctions, blue) and not in catalog (Novel IC = at least one novel junction, purple) isoforms were calculated for control (CTRL) and depleted (DEPL) samples across the three guide set modules (B – D). Depletion using all three guide modules showed an increase in novel and novel not in catalog isoform detected (Ribo/Mito = 197%, SCB = 345%, SCB + P800 = 311%).

Figure 5. Depletion increases information gained and unique molecules in single cell Iso-Seq samples. Filtered reads from control (purple) and depleted (blue) PBMC samples were down sampled in 10,000 reads (x-axis) and the number of unique genes (panel A) and isoforms (panel B) was calculated for each bin (y-axis). Data from the depleted sample contained 7.2-fold more unique molecules, 1.9-fold more unique genes and 4.5-fold more unique isoforms than the control. Further, this data demonstrates that more sequencing would not enable increased discovery in the control sample and that only depletion provides the ability to increase discovery metrics.
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